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PREFACE
Universal Apps are currently the best option for building "game changer" Microsoft-stack
apps for Mobile, Windows, IOT, Cloud and even XBOX.
For Native, you can use languages like C#, VB, C++ for building Universal Apps and
Games. But, you can also use JavaScript for building Universal Apps so that the audience
of this article will know all about WinJS library which is used for UWP JS apps.
WinJS is a framework that has many libraries within that lets you do everything a native
app can do. But as you well know, real life is sometimes different than building apps as a
hobbyist: There are rules, coding standards, and code reviews.
The point of writing this ebook is to get you started to OOP in WinJS.

UNIT 1: NAMESPACES
Namespaces are blocks of code grouped together for easy readability primarily very useful for code reviewers
and developers.
We'll be using Universal Apps, but you can also use same knowledge in Windows or Windows Phone specific
projects that use WinJS library.
Let us start with creating our WinJS application!

Building Application
Start Visual Studio 2015 (I use Community Edition here)
Click New Project, JavaScript, Windows, then click Universal.

The project will be created and default.js file opened up, but I have a better idea.
Why don't we create a new JavaScript file?
Click on your js folder and Add new Item. Name it as you like (for instance, I named it "app.js").

We're going to define several namespaces to do specific jobs. Generally, these namespaces will only write
some output.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

// Namespaces
WinJS.Namespace.define("SensorJob");
WinJS.Namespace.define("ShareJob");
WinJS.Namespace.define("ServiceJob");
WinJS.Namespace.define("UIJob");

We've declared 4 namespaces with each one does specific jobs.
Now lets fill these namespaces with some functions:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

SensorJob.Job =
{
Output: function () { return "Test Message coming from SensorJob"; }
};
ShareJob.Job =
{
Output: function () { return "Test Message coming from ShareJob"; }
};
ServiceJob.Job =
{
Output: function () { return "Test Message coming from ServiceJob"; }
};
UIJob.Job =
{
Output: function () { return "Test Message coming from UIJob"; }
};

Once we called each function, they will write message in console window.

Let's call them!
First link your app.js in your default.html file:

1.

<script src="/js/app.js"></script>

Then create a script block in default.html and call these functions:
1. <script type="text/javascript">
2.
console.log(SensorJob.Job.Output());
3.
console.log(ShareJob.Job.Output());
4.
console.log(ServiceJob.Job.Output());
5.
console.log(UIJob.Job.Output());
6. </script>

Now run the app and see the output message in JavaScript Console.

This sample was easy for you to understand how namespaces are defined and how functions are created
inside these namespaces.

UNIT 2: NESTED NAMESPACES
In our previous unit, we talked about how to define and use Namespaces in WinJS with a Universal Windows
Apps demo and now,It's time to dig deeper with WinJS Namespaces which inclines me towards Nested
Namespaces.

This unit covers more insights as we're going deeper in namespaces structure by providing Nested
Namespaces. Nested Namespaces, as you can understand, is a child namespace in a parent namespace.
Some examples regarding Nested Namespaces can be:






Product/Categories/SubCategories
League/Teams/Players
Program/Product/Project
Company/Departments/Employees
University/Faculties/Classes/Students

And many more…

In our example we'll extend a namespace with a subnamespace which we call Nested Namespaces.

Let's start building!

Building the App
It's better if we use the same app we've created on our previous unit.
Since we need to extend the functionality of an existing namespace, I'm planning on taking "ShareJob"
namespace.
What can be a child of ShareJob? I thought about a few, for instance:





Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+
Share via Email
Share via SMS

So, let's create these sub jobs:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

WinJS.Namespace.defineWithParent(ShareJob, "Facebook", {
Job: {
PostData: function ()
{
return "Sharing with Facebook...";
}
}
}
);
WinJS.Namespace.defineWithParent(ShareJob, "Twitter", {
Job: {
PostData: function () {
return "Sharing with Twitter...";
}
}
}
);
WinJS.Namespace.defineWithParent(ShareJob, "LinkedIn", {
Job: {
PostData: function () {
return "Sharing with LinkedIn...";

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

}
}
}
);
WinJS.Namespace.defineWithParent(ShareJob, "Email", {
Job: {
PostData: function () {
return "Sharing with Email";
}
}
}
);
WinJS.Namespace.defineWithParent(ShareJob, "SMS", {
Job: {
PostData: function () {
return "Sharing with SMS...";
}
}
}
);

Then let's call these functions in our js file:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

console.log(ShareJob.Twitter.Job.PostData());
console.log(ShareJob.Facebook.Job.PostData());
console.log(ShareJob.LinkedIn.Job.PostData());
console.log(ShareJob.Email.Job.PostData());
console.log(ShareJob.SMS.Job.PostData());

And run the app:

That's it!

We have implemented a namespace within an existing namespace and extended its functionality.
This is an awesome feature of WinJS as you will be widely using it for separating jobs in your project.

UNIT 3: Classes
In our previous Unit,we talked about how to use Namespaces and Nested Namespaces.
As you learned in our previous units,WinJS lets you build your own structure in an OOP way. Speaking of
this,I'd like to move the topic a little bit further and show you how to create Classes in WinJS.
Classes are a very important objects in OOP. We can't think of any models without classes.
Classes are the foundation of OOP but not the entire perspective. So let's create some classes and use them in
our apps.

Building the App
Note: Building the app from scratch or continuing from an existing project is up to you. But you can create a
new WinJS project and add a new js to the project to start working with what we have in mind. We'll be
using Universal Windows Apps for showing the demo.
What we're going to create is a Country class that stores 2 properties (Name and Code) which we can assign
once we call them:
1. var Country = WinJS.Class.define(
2.
function (name, code) {
3.
this.name = name;
4.
this.code = code;
5.
});

This is the easiest way to create a class. You use the help of WinJS library and apply your own structure.
Class creation process is almost similar according to most languages out there, but to call this class you need
to write:
1. var country = new Country("Turkey", "TRK");
2. console.log("Country Code = " + country.code);
3. console.log("Country = " + country.name);

Once you run the project, if you check on Javascript Console, you shall see this:

This was an easy explanation of how classes can be created. But I'd like to give a much more
detailed example. Ignore the information entered. They're just an example:

1. var Employee = WinJS.Class.define(
2.
function (name,surname,age,profession,nationality,salary) {
3.
this.name = name;
4.
this.surname = surname;
5.
this.age = age;
6.
this.profession = profession;
7.
this.nationality = nationality;
8.
this.salary = salary;
9.
});
10.
11. var Company = WinJS.Class.define(
12.
function (name,location,interest,employeecount,owner) {
13.
this.name = name;
14.
this.location = location;
15.
this.interest = interest;
16.
this.employeecount = employeecount;
17.
this.owner = owner;
18.
});

We've created two classes named Employee and Company with a set of properties for each of them.Lets
create three sample Employees and Company:
1. var emp = new Employee(
2.
"Ibrahim",
3.
"Ersoy",
4.
"30",
5.
"Developer",
6.
"Turkey",
7.
60000);
8.
9. var emp2 = new Employee(
10.
"Gul",
11.
"Ershad",
12.
"30",
13.
"Senior Software Developer",
14.
"India",
15.
100000);
16.
17. var emp3 = new Employee(
18.
"Dhananjay",

19.
"Kumar",
20. "35",
21.
"Team Leader",
22. "India",
23. 200000);
24.
25.
26. var company = new Company(
27. "MindCracker LLC",
28. "India",
29. "Internet",
30. 3,
31.
"Mahesh Chand");

Now let's call them in our app.
1.

console.log(emp.name + " is a " + emp.age + " years old " + emp.profession + " working at " + company.n
ame);
2. console.log(emp2.name + " is a " + emp2.age + " years old " + emp2.profession + " working at " + compan
y.name);
3. console.log(emp3.name + " is a " + emp3.age + " years old " + emp3.profession + " working at " + compan
y.name);
4. console.log("Owner of " + company.name + " is " + company.owner);

Run the app and check on Javascript Console:

Creating Classes in WinJS is easy as you can see.
The knowledge you gained from Server Side OOP can be re-applied in WinJS without headache.
Actually its "almost" the same as creating classes in JavaScript.

Here's an example below of how we can create a class in JavaScript:
1. class Employee {
2. constructor(name,surname,age,profession,nationality,salary) {
3.
this.name = name;
4.
this.surname = surname;
5.
this.age = age;
6.
this.profession = profession;
7.
this.nationality = nationality;
8.
this.salary = salary;
9. }
10. }

We need to use "class" and "constructor" terms for creating classes; while in WinJS you don't need to create a
constructor and you don't need to write class term.
Everything is already dealt with while defining the class in WinJS.

UNIT 4: INHERITANCE
In our previous unit, we discussed Classes. We defined a few classes, instantiated them, and used an example.
This unit will cover how to inherit from a base class with all properties without redefining them. We'll be
using Universal Windows Apps for showing the demo.
Generally a class in inherited using this method:
1. var InheritedClass = WinJS.Class.derive(BaseClass,
2.
function (properties) {
3.
//properties section
4.
});

WinJS has a function named "derive" to create new classes that inherit from base class.
Let's make an example to understand how to use it.

Building the App
Problem:
Create a class with some members and then create inherited classes from base classes changing properties.
Don't use base class to create new instances.

Solution
We shall create a base class named Employee:
1. var Employee = WinJS.Class.define(
2.
function (name, surname, age, profession, nationality, salary) {
3.
this.name = name;
4.
this.surname = surname;
5.
this.age = age;
6.
this.profession = profession;
7.
this.nationality = nationality;
8.
this.salary = salary;
9.
});

This will be our base class.
According to the scenario; we shall never create instances from that. so… what we are going to do is create
inherited classes that derive from base class:
1. var TurkishEmp = WinJS.Class.derive(Employee,
2.
function (name) {
3.
this.name = name;
4.
this.nationality = "Turkey";
5.
});
6.
7. var IndianEmp = WinJS.Class.derive(Employee,
8.
function (name) {
9.
this.name = name;
10.
this.nationality = "India";
11.
});
12.
13. var EnglishEmp = WinJS.Class.derive(Employee,
14.
function (name) {

15.
16.
17.

this.name = name;
this.nationality = "UK";
});

Now let's create our instances:
1. var emp1 = new TurkishEmp("Ibrahim");
2. var emp2 = new IndianEmp("Suthish");
3. var emp3 = new EnglishEmp("Tommy");

And show them their values in JavaScript Console:
1. console.log(emp1.name + " is from " + emp1.nationality);
2. console.log(emp2.name + " is from " + emp2.nationality);
3. console.log(emp3.name + " is from " + emp3.nationality);

Running the app will display results as shown below:

Now that we made a simple inheritance sample, why don't we try something extra?
Let's create two more inherited classes:
1. var FreelancerEmp = WinJS.Class.derive(TurkishEmp,
2.
function (name, surname) {
3.
this.name = name;
4.
this.surname = surname;
5.
this.salary = 2400;
6.
}
7.
);
8.
9. var OutSourcing = WinJS.Class.derive(EnglishEmp,
10.
function (name, surname) {
11.
this.name = name;
12.
this.surname = surname;
13.
this.salary = 3000;
14.
15.
}
16.
);

These classes inherited from another inherited class which is now base class for them.
What we are going to do is change their salaries as we see fit. We broke the assigned value there.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

var emp4 = new FreelancerEmp("Semih", "Temih");
var emp5 = new OutSourcing("Hasan", "Vehid");
emp4.salary = 3000;
emp5.salary = 4000;

UNIT 5: ENCAPSULATION
In our previous unit, we discussed about Inheritance and derived classes to ensure usability of OOP Design
Principles in WinJS. We'll be using Universal Windows Apps for showing the demo.
Before showing you how to encapsulate functions,first let's start with explaining Encapsulation.

Encapsulation is a term where you hide methods/functions from direct outside access.
It's a useful method used in many libraries.
The most useful trick to use is restricting specific functions to be called directly.Instead of direct call, you'd use
the encapsulated function/method via another function which we call proxy.
Let me show an example:

Ignore the language rules and focus on these 2 objects. Car is being used by Company, Company needs to
move the car but doesn't need to use GPS functionality. So what we do to hide/restrict it being used is by
simply making it "private".

WinJS WAY
Actually it's not that much different from classic OOP structure. JavaScript doesn't support access modifiers but
you have namespaces and you can use Namespaces as access modifiers.
If a namespace has specific functions defined, then these functions are now public and can be accessed by any
code. And the opposite is private.
Lets make an example:
1. (function ()
2. {
3.
//We will define 3 function here
4. }

"Function" term is used for grouping other functions within to make them private or public. But a function can
only be public if added to a namespace.
Let's add our functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

function GetEmployeesCount()
{
return 10;
}
function GetEmployerCount()
{
return 1;
}
function GetCompanyCount()
{
return Number(GetEmployeesCount()) + Number(GetEmployerCount());
}

Two functions return a count while CompanyCount returns the sum of the functions.
Note: "Number" function is used to define a variable/function as a number.Its perfectly used while adding 2 or
more numbers.
Before heading to next step, I'd like to explain which functions will be public and which ones will be private as
we're not going to add private function to the namespace we will be creating next step.

GetCompanyCount will be public because outside access shouldn't need to access the count of Employees
and Employer functions. We're providing them in a public function namedGetCompanyCount.
Now lets define our namespace:
1. WinJS.Namespace.define("Company",
2.
{
3.
GetMeCount: GetCompanyCount
4.
});

From outside, code can access only "GetMeCount" function which points to GetCompanyCount function.

As you can see below, private methods can't be accessed either:

Only the defined functions inside namespace can be called directly.
Here's the result of our basic sample:

It displays the count of the company as expected.

Encapsulation is wise to use if you're providing an API/Library and don't want functions to be called directly via
code.

UNIT 6: ASYNCHRONOUS
PROGRAMMING
Welcome to the last unit of OOP in WinJS series.
Async Programming is perhaps the most exciting thing a developer can do, as the knowledge in it is a musthave.
In this unit, I'll be speaking about real world events and uses in programming.

Programming World
Let's give some example in programming world:


Facebook's Messaging System: If they hadn't added async operations,we wouldn't chat while
navigating through the news feed.



Facebook's Notification System: While exploring through website and at the same time reading
notifications (friend requests,comments,likes,messages).



Skype's Notification System: While talking to someone and receiving messagesat the same time
without affecting the quality of call.



WhatsApp's Notification System: While messaging to someone, and another friend(s) chat with you

If there weren't async operations in tese popular websites/apps, the UI thread would lock up until the job
ended which is really bad.

REAL WORLD


Would you rather be taken care of by a single doctor in a hospital or by many? Think about all the
other patients.



Would you like to wait for the previous customer to finish his/her order or instead would you like to
give order as well in the meantime?



Would you like to wait for the taxi station to send you an available car or would you like to look for the
nearest taxi to take you asap?

Ever realized async programming was created by real world examples?

Lets take Starbucks for example:
You enter the Starbucks and make an order of your favorite beverage.

You place your order and choose your payment option and the cashier puts that order in the queue by
marking an empty cup with your name on it.

Later the other people responsible for brewing fill the cup and call your name out.When you get the cup you
get out of the queue and another individual comes after you and on and on. It keeps going...
Now, If you think of the cashier as UI thread, you shall see that it never stops flowing,it never hangs.The
process keeps going.
If there weren't brewers, you'd have to wait for cashier to fill the cup and then take another order and do it
again.

This is called UI Thread Lock.
In UI Thread , you can't start another job before completing one in same thread.
But as in asynchronous way, UI never locks or waits you to complete job.It works backstage and completes the
operation.

As I gave in the examples above, it's primarily used by many apps and websites out there.

Now let's see how we can implement it in WinJS.

Implementing Asynchronous Operations
We'll be writing a few messages in Javascript Console to show how it's done. To work async operations,we'll be
using "WinJS.Promise" with a function which will work in the background.
Let's add some code to show how its declared:
1.

var message ="";

The message variable we will be passing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

function asyncShowMessage(message) {
return new WinJS.Promise(function (send) {
setTimeout(function () {
send(message);
}, 1500);
});
}
function ShowMessage(msg) {
console.log(msg);
};

Async operation function and output function as written above simply sends message in every 1.5 seconds
without locking the thread.
You can also see the promise's declaration.
To get this async operation working we'll be calling it a few times:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

asyncShowMessage(message).
then(function (msg) {
ShowMessage("Hello User!");
}).
then(function (msg) {
ShowMessage("How are you?");
return asyncShowMessage(msg);
}).done();

You can write as much as ".then(function)" clause as you like to keep messages sending. Once finish, you can
call "done()" method to exit operation.

Lets see the output:

Using Promises in WinJS,you can implement async tasks to do specific jobs without locking the thread and
keep the app running smoothly.
The apps will not work hard on your CPU and the apps you built will be fluid.

THANKS FOR READING

